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ABDEIRS ABIDERS ABIDER, one that abides (to accept without objection) [n] 

ABDEIRS BRAISED BRAISE, to cook in fat [v] 

ABDEIRS DARBIES handcuffs [n DARBIES] 

ABDEIRS SEABIRD bird frequenting ocean or seacoast [n -S] 

ABDEIRS SIDEBAR short news story accompanying major story [n -S] 

 

ABELMRS AMBLERS AMBLER, one that ambles (to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner)) [n] 

ABELMRS BLAMERS BLAMER, one that blames (to find fault with) [n] 

ABELMRS LAMBERS LAMBER, ewe that is lambing [n] 

ABELMRS MARBLES MARBLE, to give mottled appearance to [v] 

ABELMRS RAMBLES RAMBLE, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

 

ABEORST BOASTER one that boasts (to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds)) [n -S] 

ABEORST BOATERS BOATER, one that boats (to travel by boat (watercraft)) [n] 

ABEORST BORATES BORATE, to mix with borax or boric acid [v] 

ABEORST REBATOS REBATO, rabato (wide, lace-edged collar) [n] 

ABEORST SORBATE sorbed substance [n -S] 

 

ACDEILM CAMELID any of family of 2-toed ruminant mammals [n -S] 

ACDEILM CLAIMED CLAIM, to demand as one's due [v] 

ACDEILM DECIMAL fraction whose denominator is some power of ten [n -S] 

ACDEILM DECLAIM to speak formally [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACDEILM MEDICAL physical examination [n -S] 

 

ACEEHRT CHEATER one that cheats (to defraud (to swindle)) [n -S] 

ACEEHRT HECTARE unit of area [n -S] 

ACEEHRT RECHEAT hunting call [n -S] 

ACEEHRT RETEACH to teach again [v -TAUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

ACEEHRT TEACHER one that teaches (to impart knowledge or skill to) [n -S] 

 

ACEKRST RACKETS RACKET, to make loud noise [v] 

ACEKRST RESTACK to stack again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACEKRST RETACKS RETACK, to tack again [v] 

ACEKRST STACKER one that stacks (to pile (to lay one upon other)) [n -S] 

ACEKRST TACKERS TACKER, one that tacks (to fasten with tacks (short, sharp-pointed nails)) [n] 

 

ACEPRSS ESCARPS ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v] 

ACEPRSS PARSECS PARSEC, unit of astronomical distance [n] 

ACEPRSS SCRAPES SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v] 

ACEPRSS SECPARS SECPAR, parsec (unit of astronomical distance) [n] 

ACEPRSS SPACERS SPACER, one that spaces (to set some distance apart) [n] 

 

ACERSSU ARCUSES ARCUS, arch-shaped cloud [n] 

ACERSSU CAUSERS CAUSER, one that causes (to bring about) [n] 

ACERSSU CESURAS CESURA, caesura (pause in line of verse) [n] 

ACERSSU SAUCERS SAUCER, small, shallow dish [n] 

ACERSSU SUCRASE enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 
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ACGINRS ARCINGS ARCING, curved form of arc [n] 

ACGINRS CARINGS CARING, work of looking after someone [n] 

ACGINRS RACINGS RACING, sport of engaging in contests of speed [n] 

ACGINRS SACRING consecration of bread and wine of Eucharist [n -S] 

ACGINRS SCARING SCARE, to frighten (to make afraid) [v] 

 

ADEEGNR ANGERED ANGER, to make angry [v] 

ADEEGNR DERANGE to disorder (to put out of order) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ADEEGNR ENRAGED ENRAGE, to make very angry [v] 

ADEEGNR GRANDEE man of high social position [n -S] 

ADEEGNR GRENADE explosive device [n -S] 

 

ADEHIRS AIRSHED air supply of given region [n -S] 

ADEHIRS DASHIER DASHY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

ADEHIRS DEHAIRS DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

ADEHIRS HARDIES HARDY, blacksmith's chisel [n] 

ADEHIRS SHADIER SHADY, shaded [adj] 

 

ADEILPS ALIPEDS ALIPED, animal having membrane connecting toes [n] 

ADEILPS ELAPIDS ELAPID, venomous snake [n] 

ADEILPS LAPIDES LAPIS, semiprecious stone [n] 

ADEILPS PALSIED PALSY, to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v] 

ADEILPS PLEIADS PLEIAD, group of seven illustrious persons [n] 

 

ADELNRS DARNELS DARNEL, annual grass [n] 

ADELNRS LANDERS LANDER, one that lands (to set down upon land (solid ground)) [n] 

ADELNRS RELANDS RELAND, to land again [v] 

ADELNRS SLANDER to defame (to attack good name of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADELNRS SNARLED SNARL, to growl viciously [v] 

 

AEEGLST EAGLETS EAGLET, young eagle [n] 

AEEGLST GELATES GELATE, to gel (to become like jelly) [v] 

AEEGLST LEGATES LEGATE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

AEEGLST SEGETAL growing in fields of grain [adj] 

AEEGLST TELEGAS TELEGA, Russian wagon [n] 

 

AEELPRS LEAPERS LEAPER, one that leaps (to spring off ground) [n] 

AEELPRS PLEASER one that pleases (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [n -S] 

AEELPRS PRESALE sale in advance [n -S] 

AEELPRS RELAPSE to fall or slip back into former state [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AEELPRS REPEALS REPEAL, to revoke (to annul by taking back) [v] 

 

AEELRSS EARLESS lacking ears [adj] 

AEELRSS LEASERS LEASER, one that leases (to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent) [n] 

AEELRSS RESALES RESALE, act of selling again [n] 

AEELRSS RESEALS RESEAL, to seal again [v] 

AEELRSS SEALERS SEALER, one that seals (to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage) [n] 
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AEELRST ELATERS ELATER, click beetle [n] 

AEELRST REALEST REAL, having actual existence [adj] 

AEELRST RELATES RELATE, to give account of [v] 

AEELRST RESLATE to slate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEELRST STEALER one that steals (to take without right or permission) [n -S] 

 

AEELRSV LAVEERS LAVEER, to sail against wind [v] 

AEELRSV LEAVERS LEAVER, one that leaves (to go away from) [n] 

AEELRSV REVEALS REVEAL, to make known [v] 

AEELRSV SEVERAL few persons or things [n -S] 

AEELRSV VEALERS VEALER, calf raised for food [n] 

 

AEGILNR ALIGNER one that aligns (to arrange in straight line) [n -S] 

AEGILNR ENGRAIL to ornament edge of with curved indentations [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEGILNR NARGILE narghile (hookah (water pipe)) [n -S] 

AEGILNR REALIGN to align again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEGILNR REGINAL REGINA, queen [adj] 

 

AEGILNT ATINGLE tingling [adj] 

AEGILNT ELATING ELATE, to raise spirits of [v] 

AEGILNT GELATIN glutinous substance [n -S] 

AEGILNT GENITAL pertaining to reproduction [adj] 

AEGILNT TAGLINE final line of play or joke that makes point [n -S] 

 

AEGINRR ANGRIER ANGRY, feeling strong displeasure or hostility [adj] 

AEGINRR EARRING ornament for earlobe [n -S] 

AEGINRR GRAINER one that grains (to form into small particles) [n -S] 

AEGINRR RANGIER RANGY, tall and slender [adj] 

AEGINRR REARING act of animal standing on its rear limbs [n -S] / REAR, to lift upright [v] 

 

AEGINRT GRANITE type of rock [n -S]  

AEGINRT GRATINE covered with crust [adj] 

AEGINRT INGRATE ungrateful person [n -S] 

AEGINRT TANGIER TANGY, pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [adj] 

AEGINRT TEARING TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye) [v] 

 

AEGIRST AIGRETS AIGRET, aigrette (tuft of feathers worn as head ornament) [n] 

AEGIRST GAITERS GAITER, covering for lower leg [n] 

AEGIRST SEAGIRT surrounded by sea [adj] 

AEGIRST STAGIER STAGEY, stagy (having theatrical quality) [adj] / STAGY [adj] 

AEGIRST TRIAGES TRIAGE, to practice system of treating disaster victims [v] 

 

AEHLRST HALTERS HALTER, to put restraint upon [v] 

AEHLRST HARSLET haslet (edible viscera of animal) [n -S] 

AEHLRST LATHERS LATHER, to cover with lather (light foam) [v] 

AEHLRST SLATHER to spread thickly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEHLRST THALERS THALER, taler (formerly used German coin) [n] 
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AEHPRSS PHASERS PHASER, type of science-fiction weapon [n] 

AEHPRSS PHRASES PHRASE, to express in words [v] 

AEHPRSS SERAPHS SERAPH, winged celestial being [n] 

AEHPRSS SHAPERS SHAPER, one that shapes (to give shape (outward form) to) [n] 

AEHPRSS SHERPAS SHERPA, soft fabric for linings [n] 

 

AEILNRT LATRINE type of toilet [n -S] 

AEILNRT RATLINE one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n -S] 

AEILNRT RELIANT showing reliance (confident or trustful dependence) [adj] 

AEILNRT RETINAL retinene (pigment in retina) [n -S] 

AEILNRT TRENAIL treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

 

AEILRSS AIRLESS having no air [adj] 

AEILRSS RESAILS RESAIL, to sail again [v] 

AEILRSS SAILERS SAILER, vessel that sails [n] 

AEILRSS SERAILS SERAIL, seraglio (harem (section of Muslim household reserved for women)) [n] 

AEILRSS SERIALS SERIAL, literary or dramatic work presented in successive installments [n] 

 

AEIMSST MISEATS MISEAT, to eat improperly [v] 

AEIMSST MISSEAT to seat wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEIMSST SAMIEST SAMEY, lacking variety (something differing from others of same general kind) [adj] 

AEIMSST SAMITES SAMITE, silk fabric [n] 

AEIMSST TAMISES TAMIS, strainer made of cloth mesh [n] 

 

AEINRTT INTREAT to entreat (to ask for earnestly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEINRTT ITERANT repeating [adj] 

AEINRTT NATTIER NATTY, neatly dressed [adj] 

AEINRTT NITRATE to treat with nitric acid [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEINRTT TERTIAN recurrent fever [n -S] 

 

AEIPRSS ASPIRES ASPIRE, to have earnest desire or ambition [v] 

AEIPRSS PARESIS partial loss of ability to move [n -SES] 

AEIPRSS PARISES PARIS, European herb [n] 

AEIPRSS PRAISES PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

AEIPRSS SPIREAS SPIREA, flowering shrub [n] 

 

AELPRSY PARLEYS PARLEY, to discuss terms with enemy [v] 

AELPRSY PARSLEY cultivated herb [n -S]  

AELPRSY PLAYERS PLAYER, one that plays (to engage in amusement or sport) [n] 

AELPRSY REPLAYS REPLAY, to play again [v] 

AELPRSY SPARELY SPARE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adv] 

 

AENPRST ARPENTS ARPENT, old French unit of area [n] 

AENPRST ENTRAPS ENTRAP, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

AENPRST PARENTS PARENT, to exercise functions of parent (father or mother) [v] 

AENPRST PASTERN part of horse's foot [n -S] 

AENPRST TREPANS TREPAN, to trephine (to operate on with surgical saw) [v] 
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AENSTTU ATTUNES ATTUNE, to bring into harmony [v] 

AENSTTU NUTATES NUTATE, to exhibit nutation [v] 

AENSTTU TAUTENS TAUTEN, to make taut [v] 

AENSTTU TETANUS infectious disease [n -ES]  

AENSTTU UNSTATE to deprive of status [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

CDEERSU RECUSED RECUSE, to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case [v] 

CDEERSU REDUCES REDUCE, to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v] 

CDEERSU RESCUED RESCUE, to free from danger [v] 

CDEERSU SECURED SECURE, to make firm or tight [v] 

CDEERSU SEDUCER one that seduces (to lead astray) [n -S] 

 

CEORSST CORSETS CORSET, to fit with corset (supporting undergarment) [v] 

CEORSST COSTERS COSTER, hawker of fruit or vegetables [n] 

CEORSST ESCORTS ESCORT, to accompany (to go with as companion) [v] 

CEORSST SCOTERS SCOTER, sea duck [n] 

CEORSST SECTORS SECTOR, to divide into sectors (sections) [v] 

 

DEEIMRT DEMERIT to lower in rank or status [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEEIMRT DIMETER verse of two metrical feet [n -S] 

DEEIMRT MERITED MERIT, to earn (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [v] 

DEEIMRT MITERED MITER, to raise to rank of bishop [v] 

DEEIMRT RETIMED RETIME, to time again [v] 

 

DEEIRRS DERRIES DERRY, meaningless word used in chorus of old songs [n] 

DEEIRRS DESIRER one that desires (to wish for) [n -S] 

DEEIRRS REDRIES REDRY, to dry again [v] 

DEEIRRS RESIDER resident (one who resides) [n -S] 

DEEIRRS SERRIED SERRY, to crowd together [v] 

 

DEGILRS GILDERS GILDER, one that gilds (to cover with thin layer of gold) [n] 

DEGILRS GIRDLES GIRDLE, to encircle with belt [v] 

DEGILRS GLIDERS GLIDER, type of aircraft (any machine or device capable of flying) [n] 

DEGILRS REGILDS REGILD, to gild again [v] 

DEGILRS RIDGELS RIDGEL, ridgling (male animal with undescended testicles) [n] 

 

DEGINOR ERODING ERODE, to wear away by constant friction [v] 

DEGINOR GROINED GROIN, to build with intersecting arches [v] 

DEGINOR IGNORED IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

DEGINOR NEGROID member of black race [n -S] 

DEGINOR REDOING REDO, to do again [v] 

 

DEINORS DINEROS DINERO, former silver coin of Peru [n] 

DEINORS INDORSE to endorse (to sign back of negotiable document) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEINORS ORDINES ORDO, calendar of religious directions [n] 

DEINORS ROSINED ROSIN, to treat with rosin (brittle resin) [v] 

DEINORS SORDINE device used to muffle tone of musical instrument [n -S] 
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DEIORST EDITORS EDITOR, one that edits (to correct and prepare for publication) [n] 

DEIORST SORTIED SORTIE, to attack suddenly from defensive position [v] 

DEIORST STEROID type of chemical compound [n -S] 

DEIORST STORIED STORY, to relate as story (account of event or series of events) [v] 

DEIORST TRIODES TRIODE, type of electron tube [n] 

 

EEILRSV LEVIERS LEVIER, one that levies (to impose or collect by legal authority) [n] 

EEILRSV RELIVES RELIVE, to experience again [v] 

EEILRSV REVILES REVILE, to denounce with abusive language [v] 

EEILRSV SERVILE slavishly submissive [adj] 

EEILRSV VEILERS VEILER, one that veils (to provide with veil (piece of sheer fabric worn over face)) [n] 

 

EEIMRST MEISTER one who is knowledgeable about something specified [n -S] 

EEIMRST METIERS METIER, vocation (work in which person is regularly employed) [n] 

EEIMRST REEMITS REEMIT, to emit again [v] 

EEIMRST RETIMES RETIME, to time again [v] 

EEIMRST TRISEME type of metrical foot [n -S] 

 

EEINRSV ENVIERS ENVIER, one that envies (to be envious of) [n] 

EEINRSV INVERSE to reverse (to turn or move in opposite direction) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EEINRSV VEINERS VEINER, tool used in wood carving [n] 

EEINRSV VENIRES VENIRE, type of judicial writ [n] 

EEINRSV VERSINE trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

 

EERSSTT RETESTS RETEST, to test again [v] 

EERSSTT SETTERS SETTER, one that sets (to put in particular position) [n] 

EERSSTT STREETS STREET, public thoroughfare [n] 

EERSSTT TERSEST TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj] 

EERSSTT TESTERS TESTER, one that tests (to evaluate by examination) [n] 

 

EHOORST HOOTERS HOOTER, one that hoots (to cry like owl) [n] 

EHOORST RESHOOT to shoot again [v -HOT, -ING, -S] 

EHOORST SHEROOT cheroot (square-cut cigar) [n -S] 

EHOORST SHOOTER one that shoots (to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon) [n -S] 

EHOORST SOOTHER SOOTH, true (consistent with fact or reality) [adj] / one that soothes (to restore to quiet or normal state) [n -S] 

 

EIORSST ROSIEST ROSY, rose-colored [adj] 

EIORSST SORITES type of argument used in logic [n SORITES] 

EIORSST SORTIES SORTIE, to attack suddenly from defensive position [v] 

EIORSST STORIES STORY, to relate as story (account of event or series of events) [v] 

EIORSST TRIOSES TRIOSE, simple sugar [n] 

 

EOPRRST PORTERS PORTER, to carry luggage for pay [v] 

EOPRRST PRESORT to sort beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EOPRRST PRETORS PRETOR, praetor (ancient Roman magistrate) [n] 

EOPRRST REPORTS REPORT, to give account of [v] 

EOPRRST SPORTER one that sports (to frolic (to play and run about merrily)) [n -S] 


